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aanddroid is an android app player based on bluestacks, a company built by former microsoft/nokia employees, the samsung-backed startup released their app player platform this week, and its a pretty exciting development for gamers everywhere. bluestacks already support more than 14 of the most popular android phones, and they can also port android games to mac, windows, linux, kindle fire, and the ipad for those who want more options. bluestacks was best known for developing an app for
skype and for helping google deliver its windows phone 7-based moto x smartphone to the masses , and they started to launch android apps for other devices in 2011. bluestacks is now delivering an app player for android tablets and other devices. the bluestacks android app player is a free download that’s optimized for a range of different devices running any android version, and it’s designed to make it easier to test, distribute, and monetize android apps. it’s easy to see why this is gaining traction.
based on their previous success, bluestacks is a company that has considerable clout when it comes to the android gaming market, and through their partnership with steam, they’re now offering game players an ever-expanding collection of gaming titles from one of the most popular gaming platforms around. at a launch event today bluestacks unveiled five gaming titles, and the company is promising to add more to its set soon. the key here will be whether the download model that they’re using for

bluestacks – a download client for windows and mac platforms that allows windows and mac gamers to access and test android games through steam – catches on with gamers. there’s no shortage of concerns when it comes to android gaming and once you compare the apps in their core app catalog against a similarly defined set of gaming titles from steam, there isn’t much of a surprise in how bluestacks has established itself in this market.
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and theres a lot more that you can do with the software. bluestacks offers a wide variety of tools for developers to test and build their applications. the bluestacks sdk allows you to test your applications on the bluestacks emulator without ever installing the software on your
computer. the bluestacks player also allows you to test your applications on your desktop, phone or tablet. in addition to their virtual android experience, bluestacks lets you install android apps on your computer. they have an android market and even offers an app store in order to
make it easy for users to browse and download apps for their devices. the bluestacks android emulator currently has over 1300 apps available on it and the company claims to have reached the highest number of downloads for an android app in the world. as far as pricing, it costs

$4.99 per month or $39.99 per year. to provide an immersive android experience, bluestacks also offers a wide variety of features. for example, you can choose from different themes and layouts. these include aod, holo, light, lockscreen, material, mx and zen as the default android
os. bluestacks also includes a variety of gestures that can be used in the program. for example, you can swipe down the screen to bring up the home screen, or swipe up to exit an app. you can even use the gestures to change your screens depending on what youre doing. all of the

above can make bluestacks an excellent virtual android experience. but theres more to the story. as mentioned, this software is an emulator for pcs. and you can use your pc, laptop or other computer to play with android on a virtual screen. this can also mean playing games on your
computer. 5ec8ef588b
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